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Models on Parade

Bill - The ship is the Iron Shipwrights 1/350 scale USCGC Hamilton. It is painted with True North enamels. I
was impressed by how well the white covered, the best white paint used to date.

Bill made the base and cover. The model is photographed through the cover because it is permanently
attached to reduce the chance of damage.

Bill - The A-37 is the 1/72 scale Hasegawa kit. One of the decal options was for an overall gunship gray jet that
I thought was different looking so I built that version.

Alan – Fokker Eindecker, nicely done paper and stick flying model.

Bill – An older Hasegawa kit, the 1/72 F-15E has the Aires aftermarket jet exhausts because the kit parts could
not be built without the turkey feathers. The model is painted, marked, and loaded out the way the F-15E was
first shown at the 1980 Farnborough Air Show. The twenty two Rockeye cluster bombs came with the kit.

The paint is Model Master and True North brands of enamel with the dull coat by True North. Both brands
worked well together and the dull coat was the nicest one that I have used.

Bill - Another older Hasegawa kit, the 1/72 A-10. It has TV guided bombs and an EQ-130 pod from one of the
Hasegawa weapon sets.

Again, finished in Model Master and True North brands of enamel with the dull coat by True North.

I was at Biddle Air Guard Air Station, formally the Willow Grove Naval Air Station, a couple of weeks ago
helping move their History Room from one room to another. The problem with having any display on a military
base is that when the Commander needs that space the stuff has to go. At least here they appreciate what it’s
all about and it has now been shifted to another, albeit smaller, room. Next month they get hung back up.

Not surprisingly, most, if not all, of the 1/72 models were built by Jim W.

Those of us who know Jim know that he is a master at making bare metal finishes look great with Rub n’ Buff.

John E. – 1/48 Tamiya P-47D-25 converted to a -30 with dorsal fin from the Revell N kit. The control surfaces
are set to flare for a landing. I know, it’s too high on this stand, staling for a landing from this height would
possibly result in blown tires at the least. I’ll be making another stand.

John E. – Academy P-47N, o.o.b., mostly o.o.b. ‘cept for some extra bits added to the cockpit.

John E. – Monogram 1/48 P-47D converting to a C model with Lone Star Models resin C belly and modified kit
cowling. The resin part is made for the Tamiya kit but I didn’t have the nerve to cut up such an expensive kit.

